Rate code input produces temporal code output from cockroach antennal lobes.
The experiments presented here were designed to determine the origin of the temporally complex activity of antennal lobe projection neurons in the cockroach olfactory system. We determined this through the use of complex chemical stimuli that evoked neural activity recorded extracellularly from olfactory sensory neurons and intracellularly from antennal lobe projection neurons in the cockroach Periplaneta americana. Olfactory information was represented by a simple, short time-scale rate code in the olfactory sensory neurons. This rate code input from the sensory neurons was processed by the antennal lobe and transformed into a longer time-scale, temporally encoded output expressed across a smaller population of antennal lobe projection neurons. The projection neuron responses comprised temporal patterns of increases and decreases in spike frequency that differed among projection neurons and were consistent among repeated presentations of the same stimulus. Presentation of simple and complex chemical stimuli showed that the complexity of projection neuron activity was a product of the antennal lobes and was not associated with the chemical complexity of the stimulus. To characterize the encoding schemes used by each class of neurons, the responses were decomposed into their principal components. The stimulus was correlated with only the first principal component of the activity of sensory neurons, which is consistent with a rate encoding scheme. The stimulus was correlated with higher order principal components of the activity of projection neurons, which is consistent with a temporal encoding scheme.